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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GENERAL 

This Remedial Action Work Plan (RAWP) was prepared by Woodard & Curran, Inc. (W&C), on behalf 
of the Cranston Sanitary Landfill Potentially Responsible Party Group (PRP Group), to conduct remedial 
activities at the Cranston Sanitary Landfill Site located in Cranston, Rhode Island (Site).  This RAWP has 
been prepared in accordance with Section 9.00 of the Rhode Island Department of Environmental 
Management (RIDEM) Remediation Regulations1.   

This RAWP was prepared to address the condition of the Site and to identify the preferred method to 
properly close the Site under RIDEM’s Voluntary Landfill Closure and Solid Waste Program.  Historical 
activities at the Site consisted of landfilling activities and therefore the Site is regulated under the RIDEM 
Solid Waste Program2, and the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (USEPA’s) 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA).  The purpose of 
this document is to provide a Remedial Action Work Plan and a Closure Plan in accordance with 
applicable requirements and regulations.  The PRP Group, as contributors to the landfill content, is 
undertaking the closure of the landfill.   

The preferred remedial alternative for these conditions, as identified in the Remedial Decision Letter 
issued by the RIDEM on September 29, 2008 (included as Appendix A) includes the following three 
elements and remedies: 

x Landfill Cap: Installation of a RIDEM Final Cover with beneficial use determination (BUD) 
Materials for shaping and grading; 

x Landfill Gas Migration: Installation of new gas extraction wells to mitigate landfill gas migration; 
and 

x Groundwater/Surface Water: Routine monitoring to monitor surface water and groundwater down 
gradient of the Site and ecological effects assessment to assess the effects of impacted 
groundwater on the benthic communities within the Pawtuxet River.   

Remedial activities also include a post closure monitoring and maintenance plan and the implementation 
of Environmental Land Use Restrictions (ELURs) at the Site.  The post closure monitoring and 
maintenance plan addresses groundwater and surface water monitoring, ecological effects assessment, 
landfill gas monitoring, and site maintenance.  

A Remedial Decision Letter was issued by RIDEM on September 29, 2008 and is included herein as 
Appendix A.  This letter includes a summary of the documents submitted to RIDEM on behalf of the 
PRP Group that fulfill the requirements of the SIR.      

                                                      

1 RIDEM (2004), Rules and Regulations for the Investigation and Remediation of Hazardous Material Releases. 
February.  DEM-DSR-01-93. 

2 RIDEM (1997), Solid Waste Regulations. January. Regulation #DEM OWM-SW04-01. 
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1.2 SITE DESCRIPTION 

The Site is located at 1690 Pontiac Avenue, Cranston, Rhode Island.  The Site consists of two parcels of 
land, the property upon which the landfill is situated (referred to as the landfill property) and the property 
between the landfill and the Pawtuxet River which is impacted by landfill-related groundwater 
contamination (referred to as the floodplain property).  The landfill property is owned by Capuano 
Associates, and it is identified as parcel 13-1 on the Cranston Tax Assessor’s website.  The landfill 
property is approximately 41 acres.  The floodplain property is undeveloped/preserved land, it is owned 
by the Pawtuxet River Authority and Watershed Council (PRAWC), and it is identified as parcel 13-47 on 
the Cranston Tax Assessor’s website. The Site is bordered by commercial/industrial properties to the 
north and east, by residential properties to the west along Knight Street, and by the Pawtuxet River to the 
south.  A Site Locus is provided as Figure 1.   

During subsurface Site Investigation activities, groundwater was encountered at depths ranging from 
12.59 to 27.53 feet below ground surface (ft bgs) during a January 2002 monitoring event and 12.18 to 
26.43 ft bgs during an October 2002 monitoring event for monitoring wells installed in 2001 and 2002.  
The groundwater beneath the Site is classified as GB.  According to Rule 8.03.A.ii of the Remediation 
Regulations, GB groundwater objectives are applied to aquifers that are not now or expected to be a 
drinking water source.  Groundwater sources with this designation are considered unsuitable for public 
and private drinking water without treatment due to known or presumed degradation.  The nearest GA 
(potable use) classified groundwater is located greater than one mile upgradient of the Site.  Non-
community wellhead protection areas are also located greater than one mile upgradient.  Groundwater 
flow across the Site is in a southerly direction from the landfill toe towards the Pawtuxet River.  The 
River represents a discharge boundary for site-related groundwater.   

1.3 SITE HISTORY 

The landfill is an unlined municipal solid waste disposal facility that periodically accepted hazardous 
waste.  The landfill operated from 1942 to 1985.  In 1988 it was reported that the landfill had been 
accepting hazardous waste3.  This prompted the installation of a full landfill cover in 1988.   

Leachate seeps and surface water and groundwater impacts along the landfill toe have been documented 
since the 1970s. To address these conditions, remedial measures were implemented.  The first remedial 
action was the installation of a leachate collection system in 1980 and the second was the contouring and 
capping of the landfill to channel runoff and reduce rainfall infiltration from 1985 to 1990.  Since capping 
and drainage control measures implemented in 1990, significant differential settlement has occurred as 
the waste has compacted and degraded.  The result is that the top 20 acres of the 41 acre landfill footprint 
have flattened preventing adequate surface drainage. 

A remedial investigation (RI) was conducted from 1999 to 2003.  The RI consisted of Phase I and Phase 
II.  Phase I, completed in 1999, consisted of the initial Site evaluation to assess the existing landfill 
closure system. Site-specific and regional documentation and data were reviewed and a preliminary Site 
conceptual model was generated.  Results were summarized in a Site Evaluation Report that outlined the 
additional investigation requirements to meet the objectives of the RI.  Phase II, implemented from 2000 

                                                      

3 RIDEM (1996), Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management, 1996.  Final Expanded Site Inspection 
Report for Cranston Sanitary Landfill, Cranston, Rhode Island.  CERCLIS No. RID084812577, August 29, 1996. 
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to 2003, included the collection of additional data to support the objectives of the RI.  These RI objectives 
include the following: 

x Characterize nature and extent of contamination with consideration for the following media: 
groundwater, surface water, surface soils and sediments, and soil gas; 

x Characterize the Site for its role as a potential source of past and present contamination for the 
aforementioned media; 

x Assess environmental impact; 

x Identify constituents of concern (COC) that pose an actual or potential threat to human health; 

x Assess the need for source control measures as a basis for landfill remedial action; and 

x Develop remedial alternatives for environmental media currently impacted by landfill source 
conditions to ensure protection of human health and the environment. 

Throughout the Phase I and Phase II investigations, reports and work plans were submitted to RIDEM for 
review and comment.  This collaborative effort resulted in the development of the Site Investigation 
Report (SIR).  The SIR was completed in March of 2006 by the PRP Group, with support from Woodard 
& Curran, Inc. and Weston & Sampson Engineers, Inc.  In response to the SIR, on September 29, 2008 
RIDEM approved the preferred remedy with a Remedial Decision Letter (Appendix A) that identified the 
proposed remedial actions (RAs).  A summary of these RAs include the following: 

x Installation of a final cover system in accordance with the RIDEM Solid Waste Regulations.  BUD 
Materials will be used for shaping and grading beneath the final cover system. 

x Installation of additional gas wells along the north slope of the landfill.  The landfill gas migration-
monitoring program will be continued to verify protectiveness. 

x Performance of a Monitoring and Ecological Effects Assessment.  This will consist of groundwater 
and surface water monitoring down gradient of the Site for five years.  Institutional controls for the 
land between the landfill and Pawtuxet River will be implemented to restrict groundwater use or 
general development.     

x Institutional control in the form of an ELUR for the Site, recorded in the City of Cranston Land 
Evidence Records.  
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2. REMEDIAL OBJECTIVES (RULE 9.02) 

The overall remedial goal for the Site is to properly close the landfill.  The preferred remedy includes the 

implementation of an engineered cap using BUD Materials, new gas wells on the north side, groundwater 

and surface water monitoring, and an assessment of the ecological effects on the benthic communities of 

the Pawtuxet River.  

After RIDEM has completed their review of this RAWP, draft ELUR, Post Closure Monitoring and 

Maintenance Plan and all comments are addressed, it is anticipated that RIDEM will issue an Order of 

Approval (OA) to perform the selected remedy.  Upon the successful completion of the tasks as outlined 

in this RAWP, W&C will summarize the actions in a RAWP Closure Report.   

2.1 GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER OBJECTIVES 

The SIR indicates that the RI data provide a basis for a holistic conceptual model for the Site including 

source, transport and fate, and completed exposure pathways.  The model combined with groundwater 

and surface water quality criteria, consistent with RIDEM regulations, provides a basis upon which to 

determine COCs for the Site, defined as those Site-related compounds that pose an actual or potential 

threat to human health or the environment.   

The groundwater between the landfill and the Pawtuxet River, classified as GB, contains levels of some 

COC in excess of the GB groundwater standards.   Therefore, the following groundwater objectives must 

be met by the remedial alternatives:   

Objective 1      Reduce leachate flux rate to groundwater in the landfill footprint to promote achievement 

of GB standards throughout the off-site floodplain between the landfill and the Pawtuxet 

River. 

Objective 2       Prevent use of and exposure to groundwater that exceeds GB standards or alternative 

standards appropriate to the Site use in the off-site floodplain between the landfill and the 

Pawtuxet River.  

Objective 3   Perform long-term monitoring of the Pawtuxet River water adjacent to the Site to verify 

that the cleanup actions at the Site are protective of human health and the environment. 

Objective 4    Reduce infiltration and enhance runoff control, and verify long term stability of the 

landfill cap in order to meet the intent of the Rhode Island Solid Waste Regulations. 

Objective 5    Prevent physical risks associated with the in-place leachate collection system 

infrastructure.   

Objective 6 Assess ecological effects on benthic communities due to site-impacted groundwater 

discharge to the Pawtuxet River. 

2.2 SEDIMENT OBJECTIVES 

No remedial measures are proposed for sediment.  However, an ecological assessment will be performed 

to assess potential impacts to sediment in the Pawtuxet River by the landfill.  The objectives of the scope 
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of this assessment are provided in the Post Closure Monitoring and Maintenance Plan, included as 
Appendix F. 

2.3 SOIL OBJECTIVES 

The primary objectives of the closure of the landfill are to shape and grade the landfill for positive 
drainage using BUD Materials and construct a final cap over the BUD Materials.  This preferred remedial 
alternative satisfies the performance-based objectives set forth in Remediation Regulations Rule 8.01.  
Rule 8.01 will be satisfied by constructing a physical barrier over the areas of buried waste to control the 
potential exposure pathway, and then ensuring that the integrity of this barrier is maintained through the 
implementation of institutional controls.  The Rule will also be satisfied with the recording of an ELUR.    

2.4 AIR OBJECTIVES 

The following air objective must be met by the remedial alternatives:   

Objective 7 Control landfill gas migration to provide protection of human health and the environment 
in the immediate vicinity of the Site.  

The SIR concluded, based on soil gas survey data from 1999 to 2004, that although there is an active gas 
extraction system and a passive gas venting system at the landfill, landfill gas has migrated beyond the 
landfill footprint north of the landfill area.  To address migration to the north, new gas extraction wells are 
proposed along the north slope of the landfill.  These wells will be tied into the existing gas collection 
system.  The objective is to ensure that the concentration of methane gas does not exceed 25 percent of 
the lower explosive limit at the landfill property boundary, as required by the Rhode Island Solid Waste 
Regulation No. 2 Solid Waste landfills, Section 2.3.08.  As described in Section 16, a landfill gas 
migration monitoring plan will be implemented to verify the gas migration control remedy. 

In addition, off-site migration of dust and odors will be controlled during the implementation of the 
remedy.  Dust and odor control measures for this project are described in the Technical Specifications and 
the Materials Management Plan (MMP) provided, as Appendix C and Appendix E, respectively.  
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3. PROPOSED REMEDY (RULE 9.03) 

As required by Rule 9.03 (Proposed Remedy), this section explains the proposed remedy for the Site and 
justifies the ability of the remedy to meet the remedial objectives discussed in Section 2.0.  This RAWP 
outlines a remedy which:  

x Prevents the infiltration/migration of hazardous substances at levels harmful to human health or 
the environment;  

x Prevents direct contact with hazardous substances at levels harmful to human health and the 
environment;  

x Eliminates volatilization and entrainment of hazardous substances; and  

x Minimizes and manages surface runoff from the area including during and after the remedial 
action.  

3.1 FINAL COVER SYSTEM 

As indicated in the SIR, the existing landfill cover is not functioning as intended; therefore the selected 
landfill cap remedy is to replace the existing cap with a RIDEM approved final cover on the top 20 acres 
of the landfill.  The installation of the new landfill cap requires the importation of grading and shaping 
materials to achieve, at a minimum, regulatory grades and to maintain a minimum slope of 5% throughout 
the post-closure monitoring period (30 years).  The replacement cap will be shaped and graded using 
BUD Materials.  

Specifications, construction requirements, certification statements and all other requirements set forth in 
the Solid Waste Regulations for this Site are incorporated into the construction documents provided in 
Appendix B and Appendix C, respectively.  Design calculations for slope stability, soil loss, the 
drainage, and geocomposite are provided in Appendix D.   

Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 summarize the BUD Material requirements and final cover system.  

3.1.1 Beneficial Use Determination (BUD) Materials 

Before the Site is capped, materials must be imported to the Site to achieve the grades shown in the 
Design Drawings.  The intended subgrade will be developed with BUD Materials from off-site sources.  
BUD materials are non-hazardous, solid waste not defined by Chapter 23-18.9 “Refuse Disposal” and that 
can be reused in an environmentally beneficial manner without creating potential threats to public health, 
safety, welfare or the environment or creating potential nuisance conditions4.  The PRP Group submitted 
a BUD Application to RIDEM on October 27, 2007 as an attachment to the SIR.  As required by 
RIDEM5, a public review and comment period ensued via notice in the newspaper, posting of relevant 
                                                      

4 State of Rhode Island General Laws (2006).  Sections 23-18.9-7 and 23-18.9-16 of the General Laws in Chapter 
23-19.9 entitled “Refuse Disposal”.  February 15. 

5 Guidelines on Beneficial Use Determination (“BUDs”) for Source Segregated Solid Waste, RIDEM, OWM, Policy 
Number WM-SW-2007-01, March 1, 2007. 
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documents in the public library, a public meeting, followed by a 30 day comment submission period (see 
Section 17 for details).  The application was revised to address all comments received.  The Remedial 
Decision Letter issued by RIDEM on September 29, 2008 provided approval of the BUD application.    

The BUD application contains a Materials Management Plan (MMP), which describes the chemical and 
physical characteristics, procedures for on-site materials management, testing and tracking, and reporting 
requirements for BUD Materials was approved.  A copy of the MMP is provided in Appendix E.  The 
following BUD Materials are proposed for shaping and grading purposes: 

¾ Urban fill (impacted soil) 

¾ Construction and demolition (C&D) fines 

¾ C&D residuals 

¾ Incineration (coal and wood) ash 

¾ Street sweepings 

¾ Catch basin cleanings 

¾ Other acceptable materials in accordance with the MMP 

The plan for the proposed subgrade conditions is provided in Appendix B on sheet C-200.  It is estimated 
that approximately 555,000 in-place cubic yards of BUD material will be used to re-shape the landfill to 
proper grades and to maintain a minimum slope of 5% to promote drainage and a maximum slope of 3:1 
(33%) to control erosion. 

3.1.2 Final Cap System 

In accordance with the SIR, the preferred remedial alternative for this Site is to replace the existing cap 
with a RIDEM approved final cover on the top 20 acres of the landfill.  The proposed cap system will 
maintain a minimum slope of 5% and a maximum slope of 33% throughout the post-closure monitoring 
period of 30 years.  A riprap drainage swale will be constructed around the perimeter of the landfill cap to 
facilitate stormwater management.  In addition, vegetative cover improvements to clear overgrown 
vegetation and remove trees will be implemented on the sideslopes and lower portion of the landfill.   
Construction drawings for the proposed final grading and the vegetative cover improvements are provided 
in Appendix B on sheets C-201 and C-203, respectively.   

The PRP Group is proposing two suitable alternative capping systems for approval by RIDEM.  The PRP 
Group will select the most cost-effective approved remedy based on price comparisons done at the time of 
cap installation.  The two alternatives proposed for approval are as follows: 
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Capping System - Alternative 1 

Top   12-inch vegetative support layer, with permanent vegetation 

Non woven geotextile 

12-inch drainage layer 

40 mil linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) textured geomembrane 

Bottom  6-inch bedding layer 

 

Capping System – Alternative 2 

Top   18-inch vegetative support layer, with permanent vegetation 

Drainage geocomposite 

40 mil LLDPE textured geomembrane 

Bottom  6-inch bedding layer 
 

The capping system profiles and construction details are provided in Appendix B on sheets C-205,        
C-300, and C-301. The Technical Specifications (Appendix C) include material and testing requirements 
for the final capping system. 

3.2 LANDFILL GAS SYSTEM 

As presented in the SIR, a review of the existing gas control system, historic gas monitoring data, and gas 
monitoring conducted revealed that the existing gas extraction and venting system is not controlling 
landfill gas migration on the northern property line.  The remedial objective is to control off-site 
migration of methane gas generated by the landfill facility to less than 25 percent of the lower explosive 
limit for methane in facility structures, or the facility property boundary (Section 2.3.08 of the RIDEM 
Solid Waste Regulations No. 2).   

To remediate the migration condition identified in the SIR, five new gas extraction wells will be installed 
in conjunction with the new landfill cap, along the north slope of the landfill. It is also proposed to add 
new wells to substitute for the existing gas wells, which will eventually be covered over as BUD materials 
are placed. The six new wells will be tied into the existing gas management system.  The location of the 
new gas extraction wells are shown in Appendix B on sheet C-202, Landfill Gas Collection Plan.  
Construction details are provided on sheet C-303.  Design calculations for the landfill gas system are 
provided in Appendix D.   

3.3 STORMWATER CONTROL 

The Site cap will be graded to prevent depressions and ponding, while promoting off-site drainage via 
riprap drainage swales prior to discharge to the surrounding areas.  Permanent vegetative cover will be 
established and maintained over the cap.  Drainage improvements will consist of the following primary 
measures: 

x A new swale located around the perimeter of the area proposed for capping; and 
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x Upgrade of the two existing swales which carry stormwater from the crown of the landfill to the 
discharge locations at the toe of the landfill. 

The topsoil layer will be seeded to promote vegetation growth.  A riprap drainage swale is proposed along 
the perimeter of the proposed limit of cap to direct surface water runoff through a 30-inch culvert and 
down an apron to an existing swale located at the landfill toe on the south side of the Site. Construction 
details are provided on sheet C-302.  Design calculations for drainage controls are provided in Appendix 
D.   

3.4 EROSION CONTROL 

Erosion control at the Site has been incorporated into the design and will be executed prior to and during 
construction to mitigate the transport of sediment off-site and protect all downgradient areas from erosion 
during the construction process.  The Sedimentation and Erosion Control Plan is provided in Appendix B 
on sheet C-204.   

Temporary erosion control items shall consist of, but are not limited to, the following: 

x Silt Fence; 
x Hay bales; 
x Erosion control barriers; 
x Temporary seeding 
x Hay mulch  
x Construction entrance 

 

Silt fence and hay bales will be installed prior to start-up of construction, in the locations shown on the 
Design Drawings.  Side slopes will be inspected periodically to ensure erosion does not occur; if erosion 
is found on side slopes it will be repaired immediately and the area will be cleaned of any excess silt. 

3.5 ENVIRONMENTAL LAND USE RESTRICTION 

An ELUR will be implemented upon completion of the remedy implementation for the Site, as described 
in Section 17, herein.  The ELUR will prohibit activities on the Site that may interfere with the integrity 
of the cap and prohibits activities that may result in human exposure to the BUD and/or waste material 
and prohibit the use of Site groundwater until such time that it meets the GB groundwater objectives.  The 
ELUR will be recorded on the Site property Deed in the Land Evidence Records for the City of Cranston, 
RI.  The ELUR will include exhibits such as a metes and bounds description of the Site and an ELUR 
description.       
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4. REMEDIATION OF IMPACTED GROUNDWATER (RULE 9.04) 

Remediation of groundwater is not proposed at the Site.  Upon completion of the landfill closure, a post 
closure monitoring and maintenance plan will be implemented.  This plan will include groundwater 
sampling and analysis to assess the effectiveness of the capping remedy.  The installation of the capping 
system will minimize infiltration through the waste materials, which should result in continued 
improvement in groundwater quality beneath and dowgradient of the landfill.  Details of this monitoring 
plan are provided in Section 16, herein.  
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5. LIMITED DESIGN INVESTIGATION (RULE 9.05) 

A limited design investigation is not required by RIDEM as part of the closure process of the 
Cranston Sanitary Landfill. 
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6. POINTS OF COMPLIANCE (RULE 9.06) 

In accordance with Rule 9.06 of the Rules and Regulations for the Investigation and Remediation of 
Hazardous Material Releases (Remediation Regulations), the RAWP must clearly indicate the locations 
for each impacted medium where hazardous substances will be measured to determine if the remedial 
objectives have been met.  Accordingly, groundwater, surface water, sediment, and landfill gas 
monitoring will be conducted as specified in the Post Closure Monitoring and Maintenance Plan included 
as Appendix F.  In general, the environmental monitoring network for the landfill established during the 
Site Investigation Report will be the designated Points of Compliance (POCs) for the Site.   

A summary of the Points of Compliance for each media as specified in Rule 9.02 of the Remediation 
Regulations is provided below: 

 

Media Compliance Criteria 

Groundwater GB Groundwater Objectives 

Surface Water 
Rhode Island Ambient Water Quality Criteria 
and project-specific standards for 1,4-dioxane 

and tetrahydrafuran 

Sediment Successful completion of an ecological 
effects assessment 

Soil Maintain cover system over limits of landfill  

Air (Landfill Gas) Less than 25% of the lower explosive limit 
(LEL) for methane at the property Line 

 

In addition, institutional controls in the form of an ELUR will be implemented to restrict future land use 
activities that could be conducted at the Site and in the floodplain area between the Site and the Pawtuxet 
River (the floodplain).  Institutional controls will prohibit use of the groundwater in this area or general 
development that involves enclosed structures.  Deed restrictions excluding specific activities, zoning 
ordinances, and access restrictions are also potential mechanisms of institutional controls, which will be 
developed in conjunction with the affected property owners and RIDEM.  The institutional controls 
within the floodplain will remain in place until the groundwater monitoring demonstrates that site-related 
constituents no longer exceed the GB groundwater objectives.  Based on review of the monitoring data, it 
may be appropriate to remove institutional controls from portions of the floodplain as groundwater 
standards are no longer exceeded in specific areas.   
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7. PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR REMEDIATION (RULE 9.07) 

It is currently anticipated that remedial measures related to grading and shaping the proposed limit of cap 
with BUD Materials, constructing the new cap, and installing new gas wells will occur over a five year 
period.  It is anticipated that the implementation of remedial measures will commence in 2010 and end in 
the winter of 2014.  This schedule is tentative because it is subject to receipt of RIDEM approval for the 
RAWP, project coordination and financing, scheduling of subcontractors, and or obtaining other pertinent 
construction permits.  Following the closure of the Site, RIDEM will be notified that the closure has been 
completed in accordance with the RAWP.  A notice of closure will be added to the Site’s property records 
along with an ELUR. 

The anticipated schedule for implementation of the RAWP activities includes the following: 

 

Activity Date 

Submit RAWP November 2009 

Receive RAWP Approval Letter from RIDEM December 2009 

Commence Receiving BUD Materials  January 2010 

Commence Implementation of the Environmental 
Monitoring Program  

Spring 2010 

Complete Final Capping Activities for Landfill 
Closure 

December 2014 

Commence Post Closure Environmental 
Monitoring Program 

January 2015 

Evaluate Need for Continued Environmental 
Monitoring and/or Additional Remedial Measures 

To Be Determined 

 


